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DTRIS TimeLine: 
 
July 16. 2018          Nobel (Nobell) arrive on Earth; a new political party is in 

       Office. There is much political unrest in the U.S.  
Jan 2019                 The alien Nobel complex off the coast of BC, becomes operational. 
Feb 2019                 Lewis becomes liaison officer for Nobel/Earth partnership. 
Mid-Feb 2020         Dave gets DTRIS (DeeTris) implant. 
March 2nd. 2020      The global rain starts. 
March 19th              Dave decides to leave Earth.  
March 26th             Kidnapped by aliens; Lewis becomes a clone (SIM). 
April 2nd                 Young has met with Vice Admiral Frank Andrews. 
April 4th                  Dave meets Dark Man visitor. 
April 6th                  Mary Beth leaves a note and is soon rescued by Dank Somber. 
April 7th                  Si collects a letter left behind by Mary Beth. 
April 12th.               Dave leaves home for British Columbia. 
April 14th                Dave finds the note left by Mary Beth. 
April 15th                Darla arrives at Logos Station. 
April 16th                Secretary Young has a 2nd meeting with Admiral Andrews. 
April 18th                Nobel exit secret underground complex. 
April 26th                Dave discovers himself in deep space. 
April 28th                Dave arrives on Gragon. (GruhGoan) 
April 28th                Young & Andrews conduct their last meeting and leave Earth 
                                onboard the alien spaceship, Mayflower. 
April 30th                Mary Beth arrives on Cannan (Kaynan) with Dank Somber. 
Early May              Mary Beth rescued by Tango at Mago Trading Post. 
May 10th                 World War III started on this date. 
June 2020               Mary Beth meets Dave on Cannan during refugee rescue. 
March 12th, 2021   Dave’s DTRIS removed by Cacidy (Cassidy) under Text Keeper 
                               Complex. 
Jan 15th, 2022         Darla receives DTRIS file and starts translation work on Logos. 
                               Station. 
May 2022               Darla Finishes DTRIS translation. 
2024                       DTRIS discovered on an alien world, New Orzan. 
   
DTRIS timeline: The DTRIS file was copied from Dave by a Sangar drone when Dave, 
Tango, Lacy, and Si(Sigh) stood on a ridge overlooking Text Keeper Valley. ( From the 
last chapter, The DTRIS File – Timelines) 
Dank Somber intercepted the downed drone’s transmission of the DTRIS and would 

eventually use it in a fake trade with the Ictol, Captain Freen. This transmission was too 
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weak for anyone else to receive it. Shortly afterward, Nobel security removed the drone 
from Text Keeper Valley and discovered the copied DTRIS file in the drone’s synsizer. 
Dave had the DTRIS file for one year. Cacidy removed the DTRIS from Dave before 
Dave jumped into the Cannan Healing Well and eventually gave it to Tango. (Chapter 28 
“Open Conflict”) 
On Earth date, April 15th, 2021 Darla received the DTRIS from Braken Morse who 
received it from the Advocate, Braken Borse. 
Braken Borse received the DTRIS file from the Malachai (Mala Kye), Vizier (Visor) 
Lamor, who got it from the Malachai, Jam, who retrieved the DTRIS from Si, through 
Tango of Nobel. 
                                                                                         
144: Braken Borse’s personal four winged starships, gleaming deep ruby red color, 
graceful in style; its faster than light speed and capabilities are unknown; a mysterious 
entity characterized as all-seeing “Cherubim” in the Kapona system. 
 
144 Assembly: Logos Assembly of the Malachai, the Advocate’s primary agents; dress 
code during council meetings includes dark red full-length robes w/red sash over a black 
harness.  
  
Braken: Meaning ‘Eternal,’ Becomes the adopted last name of the first colonists on New 
Orzan (after flood reorder event & war) (Open Conflict). 
 
Braken Borse: Presently located on Logos Station, the Advocate for man, and Assembly 
Head to Malachai (title depends on who is addressing Him). 
 
Braken Morse: Logos Station Museum and Library Director. 
 
Advocate: Presently functioning out of Logos Station, AKA Assembly Head, Braken 
Borse, addressed as the Advocate by mortals; intimate and one with the Source; has a 
face of light that is adaptable for mortal viewing. As a stylized material form, He wears a 
dark blue robe over a deep blue sapphire harness and belt. He manages the physical 
universe. He is the Innkeeper of Innkeepers, the Lord of Lords, and the King of Kings, 
someone you want to know. 
 
Argon-Crow: A mysterious man from the Gragon hot desert, Molar’s (MoLar) dream 
interpreter and confident; he warns Molar about Wendy and Dave’s predicament; in 

reality, a projection of the Advocate, also known as Second-Chance, in Dave’s second 

vision while in underground Cannan (Epilogue). 
 
Book of the Source (Galactic Version): Underground Cannan, a book of wisdom 
created by the Source through ancient Cannanite technicians; the original work 
broadcasts itself into the local galaxy; Tarsos has the first printed version. The Book of 
the Source is not a book, it is a spiritual force, located in a tower beneath Cannan (The 
Tree of Life); anyone connected to the Stream can receive its signal properties; Its 
composition is unknown, protected by the wisdom of the Source, the subject of 
VorCaveat’s (VorCavete’s) concern. 
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 Book of Visions: On Logos Station; a mysteriously designed auto-updating book that 
contains all visions generated by the Source; the Advocate controls its location. 
 
 “Have you smelled the blue lotus?”  A signal sent by Argon-Crow through time to 
Taman on Earth. 
 
Home of the Source: This place is a secure unlimited area which is outside of the 
countless number of space/time arenas. It is a place where no competitor of the Source 
can exist and no material, or mechanical sense can detect anything; where outside the 
Home of the Source, the battle of good and evil is like two master symphonies' music that 
converges into pure thought, and then collide together until only one remains.  
 
Intelant: (Logos Station helper,) the Advocate’s third option: a sexless intelligent 
Malachai hybrid. Like the Malachai, created to assist the Advocate and mortals, but 
unlike the Malachai.  Although extremely rugged, they can be destroyed, and can also be 
turned off or disconnected by the Advocate. Intelants that are disconnected gain complete 
use of free-will, but unlike the Malachai, are impervious to VorCaveat’s influence. The 
first option (Malachai) are sexless indestructible creatures; the second option (Man), is 
physically weak but able to reproduce. All options have free-will, but the Intelant can 
never leave the physical universe. Its facial features only appear as it wishes, like eye and 
mouth movements. This movement usually happens when communicating with Humans 
so as not to disturb or cause anxiety. 
 
Jam: Lamor’s assistant. 
 
Lamor (LaMOR): Name of  Highest ranking Malachai. 
 
Logos Station: Advocate’s temporary material staging area; Logos Station is a 
sanctuary that sits on the edge of a void. It is a sphere within a sphere. The outermost 
sphere is a shield that converts the intense radiation of a nearby sun to usable power when 
Logos is not in motion. Light is also highly filtered through apertures that simulate stars 
at night. Neither is the shield detectable nor can it be penetrated by any material or 
radiation. Communication is affected by way of the Stream. Unique ships can enter the 
outer shield if one of their crew is a Primary Intelant. The inner sphere consists of 
ordinary matter, but the sphere’s core is not. 
 
Logos Station Assembly: 144, powerful agents, Malachai, including Museum 
Director/Assemblyman Morse. 
 
Measure 99: Protocol that compels an Intelant to broadcast random bursts of unclassified 
junk files from its recreation node in host tongue. 
 
Memory orb (Advocate device): A small, luminous, highly polished memory container. 
 
Nephilim: These are fallen angels (Madovai) who have joined with human females and 
produced offspring known as giants due to their size, many over 10 feet tall with frames 
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twice as large as humans. They were present on Earth before and after Noah’s flood and 
continued today through Cain's genetic line. They work under Satan through science and 
mysticism to promote a one world order. They do not support the God of the Christian 
Bible and believe in future godhood during the end times.  
 
Redistribution (Man, Madovai/ Malachai): This is a mechanism used by the Source to 
transport higher life forms to any location of His choosing. The result of which would 
include longer life, instant death or imprisonment. The transport of man to a high heat 
environment would kill him. High heat is used to neutralize higher life forms, including 
the Madovai or Malachai. 
 
Resource: Refers to a remotely installed Intelant. 
 
Si: Cannan, Intelant (intelligent android), Logos Station, commissioned by the Advocate 
to liaison with Tango. Si has two average size arms and legs. The musical note D 
represents Si’s name with his kind. His face has a stone-like appearance, his mouth and 
eyes only appear when he uses them. He is equipped with unique weapons and abilities 
and is off limits to VorCaveat. After his link with Logos station is cut-off because of his 
disobedience, he must enter the Tree of Life and prepare it for the next phase of its use. 
The Book of the Source is joined by the Book of Visions to supplement the reorder 
events of nearby planetary systems. After reviewing his knowledge base, Si discovers 
that the tower is a tree and that there are farms of them in a distant unidentified world. As 
the trees grow tall, due to their weight, they bend over and touch the ground. At this 
point, a new tree takes root in an endless progression. The particular juice from the 
plant’s double root system causes the new tree to grow. In the case of the Cannan tree, it 

doesn’t stop growing because it is forced to raise straight up by a force field. The root 
system becomes massive in size and the healing root juices begin to vaporize under 
pressure, creating healing waves, expelled to the surface through natural and unnatural 
vents.   
 
Source’s Domain: Outside the material universe, the center of everything. 
 
The God Trinity: is composed of three entities, The Source, The Advocate, and The 
Stream. 
 
(The) Source: Creator of space/time arena (universe), encompasses the material and non-
material universe, resides outside of all timelines, a place not detectable or accessible 
without permission. 
 
(The) Stream: Spirit of the Source (revealer of the Source’s testimony and power), 

perceived as blowing sand by the Horman and petitioned at the Altar of the Unknown 
God in Cannan’s pre-Cain ancient past. 
 
Triexistant: A term to describe the nature of the Source but there are other natures not 
yet revealed to His creation, one of which is the nature of the Sources’ time. 
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CIC: Central Intelligence Center, Logos Station. 
 
The Malachai: 
 
Braken Morse: Logos Station, Museum & Library Head/Director, and Advocate’s lead 

Malachai while Vizier Lamor is on assignment. 
 
Madovai (MadOvie): One of many enemies of the Source, the fallen Malachai. 
 
Malachai: These creatures are the high order Advocate cadre. They are messengers, 
fighters, protectors. The Malachai never stop working. They have no form. They can’t be 

detected. They are not made from anything in space/time arena but can change form to 
become visible. In their natural state, they are only detectable by other Malachai or any of 
the multiple attributes of the Source including the Advocate and Stream. Man will one 
day become a higher more tempered version of the Malachai, but not Malachai. Like the 
Malachai, man has free will and perform differing duties. The Malachai know the 
location of all transfer portals and move about in cloaked transport vehicles (ships) when 
in the universe of time but vessels are not necessary for movement. 
 
Jam: MFS (Mayflower security) officer, Malachai spy for the Advocate, witnessed the 
last day of Earth, worked with Lamor in the New Orzan homeworld system. 
 
Lamor, Vizier: Nobel, he is an embedded double agent, and works with Tamon. He is 
the father of Nobel/Ictol truce treaty. He resembles a poor imitation of a scarecrow 
(scombo) but likes the novelty of having long spiky hair and has a habit of playing with 
it. He destroys the Sangar SIM, Rakon and with the help of Tamon, destroys the Sangar 
base on Plaktus, is, in reality, an undercover agent and Head Malachai Cherubim for the 
Advocate, Emperor Molar’s number one man, and is friends with the Ictol. Those who 
cross Lamor, forever regret it. Lamor pilots a seldom seen sleek highly polished black 
chrome cruiser called Voxfin.  
    
VorCaveat’(VorKuhVeat): (a Cherub) aka Lurakus (LurAkus), This character asked to 
remain anonymous, but I should mention that he has many names including, author of 
Confusion, the Deceiver, the Fallen One, the Evil One and other names that should 
remain unspoken. You get the point. He attempts to thwart the Source’s plan; once part of 

Braken Borse’s Assembly, revolted against the Source and was cast into space/time 

arena. VorCaveat spends his time devising schemes to lengthen his immortality by 
obstructing and obfuscating the Source's creation process, rumored to have competing 
Madovai in other galaxies, changes form to disguise appearance. VorCaveat’ presently 
focused on the subversion of the once great Sangar Empire and Earth. He is a nasty, 
unscrupulous entity, the trickster of tricksters; beware (Vor) of him and his fellow 
Madovai. Avoid them at all cost, not someone you want to know.  
 
Madovai Repenting Angels 
Labone, Sinoway, Sanlusus, VorLambre 
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Planets: 
Cannan, DinMar, Earing, Earth, Gragon, Ictol, Narson, New Orzan, Ricol, Sangar & 
Solan 
 
Synthetic beings: 
Ameron and D’meron: These women run Dank Somber’s Bazaar and unlisted 

enterprises. 
Cagney, Tiger, and Sadona: These women are Dank’s crew on the ship Cireleon.  
Sissy, Missy & Cascadia: These women, are stationed at Outland Travel in the Kuiper 
belt. 
Androids: Androids can take on most any appearance but usually male or female 
depending on the buyer’s preference. Due to various galactic labor laws, android 
assignments mostly include the unskilled labor market. The most sophisticated androids 
come from a small company on DinMar, and these are usually female in appearance 
(builder’s preference), but you can also acquire these androids without form to install 
later in whatever you want. Dank Somber has two of these, Sadona and Cascadia.  
 
Cannan: 
 
Cannan(KayNan): Horman homeworld, a desert-like landscape much like Southwestern 
Wyoming, the surface of Cannan now sparsely occupied by abandoned structures from 
the old Horman Empire; scattered Nobel settlements and other Nobel developments 
including a secret Nobel Air Base; hosts the Gragon record depository, military research 
facilities, and a penal colony surrounded by the Agmom Sea. The Horman have a dark 
red skin color. At present, Horman culture includes few females of their species. What 
few they have are kept in stasis chambers to extend their life and be brought out later for 
reproduction purposes. Horman have presently resorted to kidnapping female alien 
species for the same use. 
 
Cannan operates on a caste system: The first class citizens are the Masters, who are tall, 
having an average height of over 6’3”. The second class is made up of the Dwarf red men 
of secret underworld Cannan. Their average height is less than 4’ 7”. Third class citizens 
are women and Hortoises. (See descriptions below) 
 
Due to the environment, lifestyle preferences and genetic changes, the Horman are now 
on the verge of extinction. This process has been going on for hundreds of years. Slowly 
more Horman began being attracted away from the female sex; the symptoms continued 
to evolve over the years into a sterilization problem. Very few males are now able to 
reproduce. To survive, they are importing female species to try to revitalize their genetic 
code. The problem started after Cain arrived and established the “men only” Homon cult. 

The cult eventually relegated females to 3rd class citizen status. The female population 
was diminished even more when, as a gesture to give them more status, they were the 
only ones allowed to enter the Great Tower (with no return).  
 
Agmom Sea: Cannan, massive glacier formed lake, 70 miles northeast of the Blue 
Mountains; one of only three large bodies of water on planet Cannan; surrounds Nobel 
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penal colony island; the future entry point for Gulizors to secretly invade Text Keeper 
Valley. 
 
Barsomite: A sensor resistant processed organic rock, presently found only on Cannan. 
 
Blue Mountains: Cannan, northeast end of Text Keeper Valley, highest mountain peaks 
on Cannan; volcanic in origin; runs from west to south-east tapering off and away along 
the east side of Text Keeper Valley. 
 
Boktoz’s Bazaar: Cannan surplus store; one of numerous loosely named businesses run 
by Dank Somber; trades for goods and information; northwest of Borkma Watering Hole. 
The name “Boktoz” is not a person anyone knows about. 
 
Bolta Wells: Cannan old converted trading post; now Text Keeper Valley Healing 
Center; located on Old Caravan Trail in the lower southwest corner of Text Keeper 
Valley; managed by Loza. 
 
Borkma Watering Hole: Refurbished Cannan self-serve Hotel/Tavern; meeting place; 
upper northwest corner of the Blue Mountains, closest stop on Old Caravan Trail to Text 
Keeper Record Complex; presently in the off-season. 
 
Borkma: Horman language for “clean water." 
 
Bright-Stone: A rare light emitting stone found mostly on Cannan; mined in the northern 
foothills of the Blue Mountains, is prevalent in underground Cannan, and turns your skin 
red with overexposure. 
 
Cannan dig site: Mysterious area (due to black disk influence) 30 miles northeast of 
Borkma in the Blue Mountains; secret entry to underground Healing Well. (This is where 
Book II begins with Tango and company.) 
 
Cannanite: People of Cannan ( aka Horman). 
 
Caravan Trail: On Cannan. An ancient winding road through Text Keeper Valley 
branching north and then east through the Blue Mountains by way of Deception Pass and 
around the Agmom Sea; the trail follows the line of the South High Plains Escarpment. It 
hugs the escarpment base. It also serves to protect travelers from dangerously sharp sand-
ladened southerly winds. The seldom-used old trail, like the rest of the valley, is covered 
with sharp red glassy sand.  
 
Deception Pass: On Cannan. Text Keeper Valley gateway through the Blue Mountains 
connecting the Old Caravan Trail to the Agmom Sea area; it is the only way to cross the 
Blue Mountains by land. 
 
Dwarf Red Men: 2nd or middle-class citizens of Cannan.  Their dark reddish skin is thick 
and rough. They have short, thick facial hair and flapped ears. Some have the Mark of 
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Cain (disfigured cross) on their left hand, but it is not a birthmark. The mark designates 
those that sacrificed to the Great Tower (Tree of Life). Dwarf Red Men were assigned 
upper working class (middle class) status, in later years the mark mysteriously appeared 
only on females. 
 
Frioc(Freeock): Of the Horman Master Class caste system. Cannanite. On Nobel ship SS 
Ceriton with Wynter, a typical Horman who is curious about women. Can’t be counted 

on in the long run unless there is a benefit to himself, refuses work that ties him down, 
not family man material, has an interest in Mary Beth. Killed during Gulizor engagement 
while suffering upset stomach and throwing up in the head (restroom). 
 
Helmet: Of the Horman Master Class caste system. Cannanite. The leader of stolen Ictol 
ship w/ 6 Horman. He is tall and lean with angular body features, considered less than 
average height at 6’ 3”. He has broad jaw and wears a one-piece uniform complete with 
attached hood, he has no hair, and his arms and legs are disproportionately long for his 
torso, a strong, no-nonsense leader whom you would want on your side in a fight. All 
Horman Masters are tall.  
 
Homon: Ancient mythical God of the Horman, created by Cain, not indigenous to 
Cannan; soon after Cain arrived, he established the “men only” Homon cult.  
Horman have few females of their species. What few they have are mostly kept in a stasis 
chamber to extend their life to be brought out later for reproduction purposes.  
 
Horman Underworld: Endless days of cloudy like days of artificial light, steady 
temperatures in the high 40’s to mid 50’s, users of mysteriously acquired technology (the 

mark of Homon), the Horman sleep very little, napping occasionally.  
Inhabitants originally from the Cannan surface, a large colony of Horman has existed in 
underground Cannan for over 3,000 years. Their survival is entirely dependent on the 
healing vapors and the underground stem roots and juices from the Tree of Life, 
underground lakes, seepage from the Sea of Agmom and the meat of fallen Hortoise and 
Wishers. Constant exposure to bright-stone light rays has discolored their skin from the 
time of their surface-dwelling ancestors. It is now thick and dark red. 
 
Horman Underworld Twin Cities: Alureon is where Wendy was held captive, and 
Olmarik is where the original bodies of the Horman, Krow and the Earing, Rakon were 
held captive. 
 
Hortoise: This intelligent creature resembles a cross between a horse and a turtle. It is 
much larger than an Earth elephant and is the only known creature to receive continuous 
full visions from the Source (not telepathic). Hortoises are above influence by VorCaveat, 
assigned a lower working class status by the Horman, tasked with horse or boat duties. Its 
back has a slight hump in the middle, tapering down only to rise out and upward to form 
higher jagged ridges around the circumference. Powerful double-jointed legs can contort 
for swimming. The long, husky neck and head section of a Hortoise obtains 
counterbalance by a short but sturdy rudder-like tail section that can turn in any direction. 
When the Hortoise operates as a boat, it looks more like a turtle, but on land its humped 
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back contorts, legs extend downward, hump extends upward, making it sleek and able to 
gallop very fast on the ground. An ancient Cannanite animal, they survive on plant roots 
(Tree of Life), Wishers and any other creature or plant that is available; can synthesize 
musical sounds through horn-shaped apertures on either side of their head. The horns 
have a way of sealing themselves when submerged in water. The music matches their 
mood. The language of the Source sounds like music. 
 
Kaman: The Weapons Controller with Helmet on the starship Iccors. 
 
Krow: (Head Horman Dwarf) (imbedded Sangar SIM spy with the Horman), killed by 
Helmet on the Icon, muscular, dwarf red man with flapped ears and short, uneven facial 
hair, skin is rough and thick. 
 
Rensoleena (Leena): Female Hortoise in underground Cannan; helps Dave. 
 
Mago Trading Post: On Cannan, reluctantly sanctioned by the Nobel; activities station 
where Mary Beth first met Tango and Frioc in the South High Plains; 185 miles west of 
Text Keeper Valley. This multipurpose facility was built to appease the Nobel 
underground. The location of Mago Trading Post is on Cannan instead of Gragon because 
of its unique use. There has always been a creative element in the Nobel populace that 
skirts the rules banning mass entertainment. The large-scale entertainment industry is not 
part of Nobel culture. To keep the peace and give other segments of their society an 
outlet to use their gifts, the colonization of Cannan and establishment of Mago has 
allowed the Nobel to maintain their culture on Home World proper. 
 
The facility is a small city where writers, musicians, and artists come to hone their non-
practical skills in a more open and legal format. There is still no money exchange 
allowed,  but an artist, for example, would be allowed to paint if they agreed to do 
commissioned services. Musicians and singers could have their music recorded if they 
agreed to perform etc. It is a barter system of gifts. 
 
There are also maintenance and teacher positions available for those with so-called lesser 
gifts. To qualify for Mago residence, one must have a sponsor, pass a security 
examination and agree to the conditions of acceptance. If successful, all candidates 
receive a temporary seven-month residence license that can be extended up to three years 
upon approval. All founding members can stay for life and can pass their membership on 
to whomever they choose. 
 
Master: Horman, upper-class designation in Horman class system, few still exist.  
 
One: Designated as a bird (Raptor) 17 and personally named ‘One’ by Tarsos, One is 
always deviating from his duties and presumably looking for a long lost companion 
friend called ‘Rocky’ but no one knows for sure. 
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Penal Colony: Located on planet Cannan, home of the exiled, (Nobel 
lawbreakers/misfits); colony construction was one reason Nobel came to Cannan; located 
in the Agmom Sea.  
Rocal: Cannan, small desert animal, a blue lizard-like creature covered with spiky white 
fur, the fur serves the dual purpose of deterring meat eating adversaries and acting as heat 
sinks; ok to eat if you’re in a pinch. Their thick skin is also useful for making clothes or 
shoes. 
 
Rasen: Rice (for eating/cooking). 
 
South High Plains Escarpment/ Blue Mountains: Text Keeper valley borders. 
 
Text Keeper Complex: Located on the east side of Text Keeper Valley in the Blue  
Mountain foothills of Cannan; storage facility for Noble records; managed by Tarsos. 
 
Text Keeper Valley: Cannan, lies between the volcanic Blue Mountain Range and the 
South High Plains escarpment, nearly 120 square miles in size with widths ranging from 
one to twenty-four miles. It has the general shape of an hourglass. 
 
Text Keeper Valley Ruins:  Cannan, located between Borkma Watering Hole and the 
Text Keeper Complex; ancient pre-Cain Horman surface worship site. 
 
Tarianna (Anna): Female Hortoise in underground Cannan, the sister of Leena. 
 
Uttoc: Horman, Helmet’s second in command; the First Officer. 
 
Wynter: Horman, (Krow’s Second Officer) flies with Frioc and Earth refugees. 
 
Scavenger clan: Cannan, lost Horman, located on the surface of Cannan in the Blue 
Mountains; escaped to Cannan surface through underground caves to avoid Homan cult. 
 
Lyulf: Horman, this is Helmet's, navigator/helmsman. 
 
Rocky: Raptor in underground Cannan, the lost friend of One. 
 
Earing: 
 
Corton: Large Earing survey vessel destroyed by the Advocate in Earth solar system 
during  Environ’s ice comet, Earth flooding project. 
  
Earing: Homeworld, Sheol; non-industrial; destroyed by the Sangar but attributed to the 
Ictol, the Earing are skilled technology users and traders but have never invented 
anything except faulty terraforming techniques. The Earing have olive colored skin. 
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Mayflower: (Re-outfitted Earing vessel) Only Earth spaceship to escape Earth reorder 
event, carries refugees; ship's mission changes after its rendezvous with Dank Somber in 
the Kupona system (Earth solar system). 
 
Plaktus and Ormos: Earing, the second and third habitable planets in the Earing planet 
system, Plaktus is the temporary home of VorCaveat, both worlds terraformed by the 
Earing, but over time this process becomes unstable because of their orbiting distance 
from their home star.  
 
Project Green: Earing, the scheme designed to increase oxygen to planet Gragon’s 

atmosphere so the Nobel might again live longer lives; resulted in an ice age forcing the 
Nobel to live underground, followed by a magnetic pole switch. 
 
Rakon, Commander: Earing, Science Ship Environ, (embedded Sangar SIM spy with 
the Earing). 
 
Saken Valley: Black elbonite comes from the Earing planet, Ormos. 
   
Shantana: Earing, Sensor Control specialist;  Environ ice comet mission, presently with 
Taman on Disk Array mission; Freen’s secret buyer contact. 
 
Sheol: Original Earing home planet in a system of three habitable planets two of which 
were terraformed and made livable by the Earing; Sheol is the second planet out from its 
sun followed by Plaktus and Ormos. It has always been a planet with problems and rising 
temperatures. These problems are why the Earing got into the terraforming business. The 
Sangar has now reordered Sheol. 
 
Sumit, SS: Assisting Earing ship w/Environ ice comet project. 
 
Earth: 
 
Andrews, Frank, VADM (Vice Admiral): Earth, ONI director (Office of Naval 
Intelligence). 
 
Bentley, Chuck, CDR (Commander): Decorated navy fighter pilot, Andrew’s 

helicopter pilot during their last day on Earth. 
 
Chester, Lewis, LCDR (Lieutenant Commander): AKA Joseph;  friend of Dave in 
Bellingham, WA, Earth. Lewis served six years in US Navy as a navigator before joining 
ONI, age equivalent 37 years, liaison officer between the United States and the Nobel, 
co-operating for space travel technology and galaxy colonization membership, 
assignment: transport/environmental protocols; converted to an embedded Sangar SIM 
spy to infiltrate Earth/Nobel operations. The exact date he became a SIM is not 
determined. Later to be named “Joseph” by Logos Station Council Head Braken Borse; 
helps break VorCaveat’s web of deceit when disguised as Joseph, receives first-hand 
knowledge from recorded Sangar rally speech. Identified by Dave with the use of the 
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phrase, ‘or what,’ one of few things he seems to have not forgotten from his previous 
self. 
 
Darla Mark: From Syracuse, New York, Earth: This is Dave’s twin sister, blue eyes, a 

physically small woman. A psychologist by trade, who has found a new way to relate to 
her brother and champion a new cause. She is the translator and writer of the DTRIS file 
on Logos Station, understands humor but tempered by her years of education and 
professional work. People, like her friend Jenni, bring out her lighter side. 
 
David Mark: Born 1987, Syracuse, NY; Dave is 31 years old. He enlisted in the Navy in 
2005, discharged in 2015. Dave started a computer business in the same year. His height 
5’ 11”, medium build and weight; Bellingham, WA, Earth, Darla’s twin brother, can be 
rude but not on purpose. He delights in sarcasm and straightforward to a fault, persistent, 
faithful, always asking questions, not stupid or a genius. Dave likes to laugh and would 
never be caught crying in public. He thinks he doesn’t care what people think about him 

and has never been much of a leader except in small groups with no opposition. He needs 
time to make decisions, single and out of touch with modern culture, is always thinking 
and looking for answers; would rather stay in the background and advise than lead. 
 
Doesn’t communicate with family very much, Dave likes pets and children if they know 

their place. He is beginning to change his mind about life since he started attending 
church one year ago. Due to his military training, Dave does not waste words on his T-
phone. He believes phones are only for passing pertinent details, not entertainment. 
 
Dave is the person who lives and records the events of the DTRIS story. He supplies a 
key ‘Lewis is a SIM’ from the Hortoise in breaking the Fallen One's web of deceit, 
carries the DTRIS File in his head for nearly a year before Cacidy removes it after he 
decides to jump into a Healing Well in Search of the kidnapped alien friend, Wendy.  
 
He wants to start over and find purpose in life; likes Mars bars, and, studies history, 
enlisted military weapons specialist, served ten years in the US Navy onboard Navy 
destroyers and cruisers and honorably discharged as a First Class Petty Officer;  left Navy 
to become computer repair specialist. 
 
Four Points Sheraton Hotel: This Bellingham, WA hotel is where the ONI Director 
directed a search for missing people.  
 
Fisher, Patricia (Pat): This is the changed name of Dan Thomas’ wife on the Earing 

vessel, Mayflower. 
 
Hotep: Librarian at Alexandria, Egypt when Jemalo arrives with Taman. He gives 
ancient scrolls to Jemalo to protect. 
 
Jenni: Friend of Darla (they are distantly related), descendants of White Moon 
(Kenraken Ehnita) (Isfael’s wife). 
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Joseph: (aka Lewis) Earth, presently on Logos Station; the REAL ONI intelligence 
officer Lewis Chester; recovered by the Advocate’s Intelants in space; renamed and 
assigned to Air Museum duties. 
Maj Tom (Maj Tom Major): Marine team leader with pilot CDR Chuck Bentley on 
VADM Frank Andrews transport helicopter. 
 
Melanie (Hevel):  From San Diego CA, Earth; Lewis’s recruited assistant, now Captain 

Freen’s assistant on the Ictol Secretary’s command ship the Vistane; found by Captain 
Freen in Gragon space in an escape pod. 
 
Ptolemy VIII Psychon: 145 BC – 116 BC This Egyptian ruler expelled all Greek 
speakers from Alexandria. After this time, nobody holds the post of Librarian in 
Alexandria, Egypt. 
 
Reynolds, President of the United States: Earth’s last days; Dank’s contact with the 
Mayflower. 
 
Saul of Tarsus: (The Apostle Paul) Earth, early Christian history; known as Paul after 
his conversion to Christ, was a Roman citizen named Saul, a Pharisee, and a respected 
religious leader of the Jews, a persecutor of the early Christians. 
 
Sorro, Mary Beth: Gettysburg, PA; Earth: Mary Beth was born and graduated from 
college in Gettysburg, PA. She is the keeper of Isfael’s wooden hope chest and artifacts. 

Mary Beth is 5’ 9”, brown eyes, slender build, loves leather clothes; displays strong 
leadership skills, a severe and independent woman but deep down wants to get married 
and have a family, hangs around with Dave and Tango and has a personal relationship 
with the Horman Master Frioc. 
 
Thomas, Dan: Onboard Mayflower, this is the new identity of U.S. Secretary of State 
Henry Young. 
 
Young, Henry (aka Dan Thomas): US Secretary of State, wife, goes by Patricia Fisher 
(Pat). 
 
Gragon (GruhGoan): 
 
Blacksong, Commander: This is the Scout One Commander for Nobel scouting patrol,  
in deep space near Cannan. 
 
Bruneiberry (Brunei brew): A sweet very nutritious red berry grown only in Gragon 
orchards. The bruneiberry taste is very addictive and is combined with various vegetables 
and spices to produce an almost endless selection of hot or cold drinks, pastries, pies, etc. 
 
Bramble: heavy war cruiser deployed at Text Keep Complex. 
 
Carbol:  He is Tarsos’s leading analyst at Text Keeper Complex. 
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Cireleon: This is Dank Somber’s cloak capable, cruiser class starship with integrated 
android, Sadona. The ship specifications are not traditional Nobel class systems, but 
neither is Dank. The Cireleon is repaired and upgraded by experts in the mysterious 
DinMar system. 
 
Chrono: (Myo) a personal wireless galactic time and video displaying device. 
 
Cornica: Tarsos’ star cruiser at Text Keeper Complex. 
 
Crystol: Nobel Earth Complex, Nobel Head Security Officer for Commander Zilik. 
 
Dank Somber: a rogue, a rebel with an agenda.  Dank is a curious fellow to be sure. For 
those who know him he is trusted; for those who have just heard of him, he is someone to 
be feared, for the Nobel government, he is someone to be tolerated. Dank is a typical 
modern Nobel, height 5’11’’ with a dark complexion, blue eyes, and muscular build. He 
loves grapefruit but can’t find much of it except on Earth. He prefers dark colored clothes 
and boots and always wears a concealed handgun in a shoulder holster. Dank is the 
proprietor of Boktoz’s Bazaar, Outland Travel Est, and Virtual Windows and Doors. He 
makes his living by trading illegal surplus parts, information, and Electromagnetic 
Transmission Waves (ETW).  
 
Dank has many personal contacts across the galaxy.  During a Nanite attack, he 
intercepted a transmitted copy of the DTRIS file as a large Sangar drone vessel crashed in 
Text Keeper Valley. He once advised the Nobel Security Minister about a potential penal 
colony security breakdown that could lead to a breakout, but no breakout was detected. It 
was a seeming rouse to occupy the Nobel security while he moved goods on and off 
planet Cannan. Dank is also in contact with the Earing space ship Mayflower and knows 
the location of three unreported dark matter Transfer Portals. Dank is a likable fellow but 
has a dark side. His knowledge and contacts keep Emperor Molar from sending him to 
the Penal colony. He breaks laws but is fair and just. However, do not mess with Dank. 
His only companions are female looking androids from the Mixer galaxy who run his 
businesses and do most of the manual work.  
  
Electromagnetic Transmission Wave business: (ETW),  aka Mass Media 
transmissions, the illegal activity of intercepting off world video and sound broadcasts 
and bootlegging them for profit or trade, broadcasts are said to contain destabilizing and 
corruptive concepts leading to an abnormal addiction and the need for constant 
entertainment. Nobel was the first world to ban this method of transmitting unauthorized 
data. Without virtues and respect for the wise, the Nobel Empire almost came to an end 
due to the corruptive nature of this immature data that destabilized the general population 
and jeopardized the future. News or entertainment data with a specific agenda or message 
against proven Nobel traditions were the first sources of data outlawed.  
    
Frend: This word usually means “Bodyguard” depending on who is using it. 
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Galactic Nobel economy: there are no banks or money, all acquired goods or services 
are through trade, service or indentured service. As appropriate, Essential services are 
provided, such as food, medical, initial clothing, education and shelter allotments.  
Gragon: (Old & new Nobel homeworld) most residents now live under the surface; the 
planet’s magnetic field is transitioning in a polar switch. 
 
Grendor ISS: Nobel Survey ship, (1st Earth Nobel contact). 
 
Guardian: Is an exclusive sect of Nobel, pseudo-military, keepers of old things/ways, 
bodyguards, etc. 
 
Identity Stone (ID) (Word): Nobel high relief personal identity stone.  
 
Identity Verification Module (IVM) (Nobel): A unique device used to imprint and 
verify personal identity signatures.  
   
IS: This is known as a Nobel Inter-ship Message.  
 
Lacy: Nobel, (Tango’s daughter, pilot) Mother was born on Solan and died in an airship 
crash in which Lacy, at six years of age, was the only survivor. Her injuries required 
complete reconstruction that removed most of her kangaroo-like features. Lacy was not 
expected to live. She is somewhat spoiled, sarcastic but obedient, dedicated keeper of 
Tango’s house, she wants to please her father and tries to accept his ways but also show 
she’s independent and capable. 
 
Loza: Marriage of convenience to Tarsos to help raise Sarah; separated after Sarah, at 
age 18, left home for Solan. Personal Info: walks with a slight limp from an injury 
suffered during a climbing accident involving an air cruiser that crashed into her climbing 
party while hiking in the Blue Mountains. Lacy was a member of the air cruiser. Both had 
injuries requiring extensive reconstruction and removal of most of their kangaroo-like 
features. Lacy's mother, a Solanian, died in the crash. Loza is still friends with Tarsos and 
once had a relationship with Lacy’s father, Tango.  
 
Mizer: Private security firm;  card-carrying members show up unannounced, pitch 
services and offer free advice; a Dank Somber business that he traded away on DinMar 
for future DinMar Trade Credits. (Dank plans to use the Credits to negotiate a future 
talking cat business.) 
 
Molar, Emperor (MoLAR): Nobel, on Gragon; Molar is the highest Nobel leader, 
resides in underground Gragon. He has undergone all Nobel immortality procedures and 
looks like a fat ghost (groukel), short stature for Nobel standards and somewhat vain. He 
is the chosen leader of Nobel’s latest cultural revolution, hides feelings of inferiority but 
can be clever,  and deep down tries to do what’s right; age over 400 years. 
 
Nobel (NoBELL): Homeworld, Gragon: This is a 6,000-year-old empire with lifespans of 
700 years. They are presently reduced to 400 years but increasing again due to mandated 
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philosophical and political changes and the abandonment of animal worship, collects 
complete histories of alien worlds including genealogy records; records recently moved 
to Text Keeper Valley, Cannan; keeper of first written copy of the Book of the Source. 
Skin color varies. 
 
Nobel Air Command Center: This name applies to all military space flight headquarters 
no matter location. 
  
Nobel, Captain: (Mythical Nobel kangaroo man) The Nobel have a custom for historical 
purposes to honor someone who has caused a great calamity by changing their name, and 
other particulars about a particular event to promote harmony and goodwill amongst its 
citizens. Captain Tango knows the exact details of this case. 
 
Nobel Charter Business listing: A complete list of all Nobel business ventures that have 
passed security and approval status; the thing that keeps Dank in trouble. 
 
Nobel General Council (NGC): Nobel representative body; implements procedure and 
policy issues; it is from this body of local representatives that the Nobel Supreme Council 
chooses its replacement members. The most extensive delegation of the Nobel Council 
includes members from all districts who determine Cannan penal colony assignment. 
 
Nobel Supreme Council (NSC): Interprets and creates significant policies and laws 
including immigration, composed of mostly older members of Nobel society, Tango 
being the oldest. Tarsos won a close vote over Tango representing the new age and is the 
current leader of the Council.  
 
Nobel, female last names: When a male marries, the wife changes her first name and 
takes the first name of her husband as her last name. Loza’s married name would be 

Patrena Tarsos, but since she is now officially separated from her husband, she regains 
her childhood first name of Loza and loses her last name until she remarries. Nobel male 
last names are based on the region of their father’s birth so Tarsos’ full name would be 

Tarsos Regon’. Many Nobel males take their official title as their first name coupled with 
their first name as their last, e.g., Emperor Molar. 
 
Nobel Regulated Conformity Standards Manual (NRCSM): A manual of protocols, 
one section of which outlines how a Nobel may appear after a body transplant (life-
support prosthesis). 
 
Nobel Work Planet: AKA Cannan. 
 
Outland Travel Est.: Outland is the Dank Somber travel agency, transfer location for 
the ETW business, headquartered on the outskirts of the Earth Solar system near a secret 
(undocumented) Dark Matter Transfer Portal. Dank probably knows more about Earth 
than anyone. 
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Quorso (Korso): He is Tarsos’s Adjutant, the second in Command at Text Keeper 

Complex. 
 
Radone: Helmet’s first Nobel ship assignment. 
 
Rebot: Synsizer enclosure, (computer enclosure). 
 
Regon’: Nobel, Tarsos of Regon’, grandfather of Sarah, a small Highland community on 
the northernmost continent of the Nobel planet Gragon now covered in ice. 
 
SS Ashland: Nobel vessel loaned to Helmet to travel to Gragon and retrieve the Horman 
and Hortoise. 
 
SS Ceriton (Ser ih ton):  Nobel’ Starship, (flown by Wynter, Frioc & Dave) destroyed by 

Sangar in the Earing System. 
 
S.S. Cireleon (Ser ILL leon): Dank Somber’s near light speed metallic blue spaceship. 
Secret ship specifications: Each ship component contains its power cell connected to each 
other through a matrix grid embedded in the ship's original construction materials. If the 
grid connections fail, the ship's backup wireless system auto connects ship components to 
each other. Hull breaches and movement of equipment components does not affect usage. 
Self-powered area force fields protect the wireless connections. A singular built-in 
android can run the ship and return it home without human intervention. In theory, the 
ship can reassemble itself if components become separated. 
 
SS Priadon: Nobel starship crewed by Lewis, Wendy, and four Horman; returns to 
Gragon with Lewis; Captain Nobel’s original ship (myth), Sangar replica ship. 
 
Synsizer Interface Surface (SIS) device: a multi-colored touch surface manual device 
for inputting instructions into a computer.  
 
Synsizer War Module: Nobel, flawed intelligent ship controller, perfected by Jemalo. 
 
Synsizer portal: Computer w/communication viewer. 
 
Tango, Captain: Nobel. Tango is widowed from first wife Sinesia and lives in Text 
Keeper Valley, Cannan. He is a traditional Nobel kangaroo man and Nobel Supreme 
Council Member. He lives at the base of the south high planes escarpment with daughter 
Lacy; sometimes wears a red and black checkered shawl to keep warm, and a dark brown 
canvas coat with many pockets. Tango was born in Menofar, Gragon. He seems eccentric 
but does not take himself too seriously. Tango is considered a traditionalist and looks 
similar to a kangaroo on a diet. He is over 6 feet tall, large brown eyes, has spindly 
fingers, large feet, short stubby legs, and a thick tail. His head is balding, and his body 
covered with fading short, thick brown fur; he has a habit of holding and stroking his tail, 
and getting food on his face; age 600 years and is the oldest living original looking 
Nobel; at one time had romantic feelings for Loza. Tango is the kind of friend everyone 
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wants and needs. His experience and wisdom make up for his old bones. He appreciates 
and understands Tarsos, but doesn’t like his condescending attitude. 
 
Tarsos: Nobel, form the planet, Gragon. He lives in Text Keeper Valley, Nobel Complex 
on the planet, Cannan. He is 300 years old. After his first wife, Alexia died 28 years ago; 
he moved to Cannan. He is the step-father to Enos, now 41 years old, and the father of 
Sarah. Tarsos married Loza on Cannan to help raise Sarah.  A year after Sarah left home, 
he separated from Loza. Sarah was 18 and moved to Solan, the home planet of her 
mother, Alexia. She married Admiral Pinston at age 25. She is now 29. 
Tarsos is the Head of Nobel Supreme Council (NSC), and the Record Keeper for the Text 
Keeper Complex in Text Keeper Valley, Cannan. He is a modern Nobel man - stylized 
human form with caricature-like facial appearance. Considered to be the most articulate, 
intellectual and capable member of the NSC, very resourceful, and tolerates Captain 
Tango. He went to Cannan to search for scarce herb root grown only in certain places on 
Gragon. The herb increased lifespan and was eradicated during glacial and polar shift 
reorder events on Gragon. 
 
Tarsos’s watch birds: The Guardians of Text Keeper Valley, (similar to ancient Earth’s 

flying raptors but much more massive). They are yellow and blue, acquired from the 
galactic zoo on DinMar, and bred by Tarsos; equipped with a unique lens system for 
communicating with Tarsos and the Text Keeper Complex’s synsizers. 
 
Tinka berry: Poisonous berry, cherry like in flavor, found only in the Regon’ region of 
Gragon: now under ice. 
 
Vesper: A pleasant smelling, but exceedingly dry toxic drink mixed with cherry like 
flavoring that evaporates if left unattended for too long (several minutes). One sip is 
lethal except for those from Regon’. 
 
Virtual Windows & Doors: This is another Dank Sombers business. 
 
Vizier (Visor): High Nobel military rank similar to a chief advisor or administrator. 
 
Zilik: Earth Nobel Complex Commander, Earth final days. 
 
DOS (Dos it) etc.: Nobel slang, to send something to an eternal pit of doom.   
 
Ictol: 
 
Attina: Ictol Consensor and Secretary General, highest Ictol leader. 
 
Cabone: Ictol card game (gambling).  
 
Consensor: Ictol, the title of top Ictol leader. 
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Freen, Bolamin: Captain, Ictol: Freen is a one-time Gragon outpost garrison 
Commander.  When he is not working his regular Ictol duties, he peddles information; 
contacts Dank Somber about the sale of the DTRIS file, Freen plans to trade it to the 
Earing go-between Shantana, but never receives it from Dank because he is turned over 
to Solan as a Sangar spy. 
 
ICCORS: Ictol war cruiser, (flown by Helmet and six Horman) returns to Cannan, 
investigated by Tarsos behind Tango’s house. 
 
ICON: Ictol armed transport vessel, flown by Krow and Cacidy, with Hortoise and 4 
Horman; destroyed by Helmet in the Earing System. 
 
Ictol: Planet Ictol, Ictol people;  no political parties, one unified country; not easily 
intimidated; Planet’s star is becoming old, living conditions are deteriorating, presently 

looking for a new home (Earth/Lesus) and are testing gamma energy weapon systems.  
The Ictol have large dark yellow eyes and ivory skin. Average height is 5' 8" with an 
athletic build and hairy skin. Their head is more triangular than Humans. Their females 
are also similar in shape and size to the men but are faster on their feet and have more 
ability with their hands and feet. 
 
Helic: This slang term is of Ictol origin. 
 
Persides, Admiral: Ictol fleet commander onboard the Battleship Xelhart. 
 
Narsan 
 
Planet Homeworld, Narsan. Main City, Nasau. The Narsan average height is 5’ 4” with 

light gray skin tones. 
 
Cacidy Nagason Morrant: Planet Narsan, birthplace, Nasau; doctor by necessity, 
discovers log entries from the destroyed Ictol war cruiser, Icon, that referenced the 
Sangar Central Authority,  blood data from Earth abductees with unknown alien genetic 
markers and a supposed complete list of SIMs. 
Narsan scholar, referred to as “Creature Man” by Dave, escapes Krow, his face resembles 
that of an Earth Boxer dog, reluctant perfectionist, amiable, well traveled, studied 
philosophy and science before becoming a doctor. If you get lost in space, this is the man 
for you; if you’re in a fight, not so much. 
 
Frikit: These are nasty bugs found only on Narson. 
 
Nasau: Birthplace of Cacidy Nagason Morrant. 
 
New Orzan: 
 
Asceana (Ah see AH nah): Queen of Orzan, a radicalized dupe of VorCaveat. She is not 
popular with many of the civilians and senior retired military officers. 
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Amova, Director: Of the nonmilitary spaceport Pecifore, orbiting Orzan’s inner moon, 
not a military rank.  
Bay, Assistant Director: Pecifore Spaceport, not military grade, also known as “Sister 
Bay." 
 
Bezdon Military Complex: Secret space flight and military manufacturing/repair facility 
on Orzan’s larger outer moon.  
 
Falanx: Orzan war frigate found floundering in space near Pecifore Spaceport. 
 
Lowe, Danielle: Orzan, A student of Bay after the war during the rebuilding of New 
Orzan.  
 
Navarch Pellet, Captain: The first Orzanian Starship Captain.  In the Pellet system of 
the Mixor galaxy; the second planet out of a six-planet system; orbits a small young star 
named after him.  
 
Notos: Inner Mercury like Earth planet orbiting in Orzan planet system. 
 
New Orzan: Small two moon planet in the six-planet Pellet system in the Mixor galaxy. 
It is the second planet out from its sun. Orzan occupies both of the moons, and it's closest 
orbiting moon is for civilian use and the other for military purposes. The moon that 
appears from Orzan’s surface as the largest moon is the smallest.  
 
Orzan people: A secretive people, the Orzans are not from their present solar system. 
Their original homeworld, Orzan, is being destroyed by its sun. The planet New Orzan 
has very high tides due to its moons having a close orbit. Only a small section of the 
planet has permanent land. Orzan technology has allowed them to occupy this planet so 
that no one else would think to look for them here. 
 
Pecifore Spaceport: Private civilian spaceport on Orzan’s inner moon. The inner moon 
is the smallest of the two moon system and includes a military security contingent that is 
similar to security on home planet Orzan. 
 
Pincer: Commander Phytopy presently captains this Orzan battleship. 
   
Phytopy, Commander: Captain of the Battleship Pincer, he is a Queen Asceana dupe. 
 
Poppie, Commander: Ship assignment officer Pecifore Spaceport, assigned by the 
military, not a fan of Queen Aseana. 
Vykin, Admiral: Orzan Military Commander works closely with Queen Aseana. 
 
White, Jane: Orzan, A student of Sister Bay. 
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Braken, Witford: Twenty-one years ago, on Earth date 2042, he started digging out an 
old basement for a new house on a hillside not far from the former Capitol House ruins, 
New Orzan. While digging, he discovered a time capsule buried under three feet of dirt.  
 
Rickol: 
 
Rickol: This is the Homeworld of Wendy (a Rickolian). They don’t receive their last 
name until they become an adult, agricultural society with light technology, it is said that 
women attract a mate only once in their life by the excretion of skin oil spores but the 
attraction period is temporary for both the host and mate. The Rickolians have creamy 
colored skin. 
 
Wendy: Came from the Homeworld, Rickol; birth city Caldonia (south of OZZ). Wendy 
is presently onboard Nobel SS Priaden with Lewis. She is height 5’2”, fair skinned with a 
controllable high pitched voice, an oval face, short red hair, a pretty mouth and chin, 
large blue wide-set eyes separated by a long nose bridge and pointy ears that stick 
straight up from the sides of her head. Wendy initially becomes attracted to Dave because 
of his honesty and humor and transfers a romantic chemical spell on him; recovered 
survivor of supposed Ictol (Sangar) attack; was playing a game called “Hide and Seek” at 
the time her mother found and concealed her from the attackers. 
 
Tara: Wendy’s mother. After unknown warships attacked her planet, she hid Wendy 
underground. She was eventually taken captive by the Sangar and brought to Lesus where 
the Ictol discovered her and set her free. The Ictol informed her that her daughter, 
Wendy, was a crewmember on one of the Nobel deep space exploration ships. 
 
Sangar: 
 
Alyos: Sangar, Capitol city of Sangar built inside Mt Atcom. 
 
Atcom Air Training Command: Sangar training facility near the base of Mt. Atcom. 
 
Attendant: Sangar, a low-level military rank. 
 
Borsh, Admiral: Sangar, in charge of second Earth Sangar mission (Desert Assassin) 
and the new Sangar and Mayflower colony. 
. 
Dark Men: (Tall Dark Men) Sangar’s elite guard, including Special Operations (SOPS) 
technicians, have a dark skin color. These are specially trained units of VorCaveat's 
military wing. The dark skin color is a full body tattoo. It helps the unit quickly identify 
each other while on special away missions. Tattoo removal is a must for anyone leaving 
the service. However, no one is ever released from VorCaveat service  
unless they are dead. Sangarians are naturally born with copper-colored skin, but they are 
all tall, many over seven or eight feet, possibly descendants of the Nephilim. 
 
Empire Council: Old Sangar governing body now broken and controlled by VorCaveat. 
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Fatum: Sangar repair vessel with Captain Taseema, Taman, and Shantana. Last known 
coordinates, high orbit, Cannan. 
 
Follie: Sangar Doctor onboard Ceriton.  
 
Galactic Code: Galactic behavior guidelines (Sangar only signer); having no knowledge 
of code does not exempt one from its provisions; inspired by VorCaveat. 
 
Hitosa: Isfael’s father, one of many newly elected Sangar lawmakers for the New Order. 
 
Insane: Sangar, Commander, (tall, dark man).  
 
Isfael: Sangar, son of councilor Hitosa; large dark brown eyes, below average Sangar 
height; pilot; 1st Earth intrusion 240BC; died in Gettysburg, PA.; the USA at an ancient 
age for someone of Earth, but not as a Sangarian whose planet years are twice as long as 
Earth’s. 
 
Jemalo, Captain: Sangar, on second Earth Sangar mission (Desert Assassin); 
collaborates with the Advocate, Taman, and Joseph; age unknown. 
 
Lesus: Planet occupied by the Sangar. Used as a forward military base. 
 
Nanites: Programmable bio/micro spy machines distributed by the Sangar; (outlawed 
throughout the galaxy). 
 
Sangar: Located on the far side of the local Purl galaxy, presently the home of 
VorCaveat’s minions, the new order. 
 
Sangar Empire Council: Sangar main governing body now corrupted by VorCaveat and 
his New Order; referred to as New and Old Councils. 
 
Sangarian: Homeworld, Sangar; bronze-skinned, oval face with high cheekbones, long 
straight nose, cleft chin, broad forehead and raven black hair, average height 6’ 5”. 
 
Sangar ship/weaponry: Ships are capable of near light speed, and most have gamma 
energy discharge weapons.   
 
Serio, Admiral: Sangar, now Head of Military Council (Earth Census fire). 
 
SIM: Intelligent clone created by the Sangar 
 
Sims (Sangar)/Nobel brain dump: Nobel memory and data backup only preserve the 
data. It doesn’t keep the data associations, correlations, or how each memory affects other 
memories and the order they were received. The Nobel process only saves information 
and has to use the same brain to retain any semblance of the original. A damaged brain 
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can be repaired but not fully restored. A Sangar SIM knows the same things but act 
differently.  
 
Taman, Attendant: Sangarian; Taman is the Attendant on second Earth Sangar mission 
with Captain Jemalo. He is the person that saves some of the Noble Earth Complex 
workers by casting them into space aboard escape pods; helps maintain Vizier Lamor’s 

cover, allows Lamor to scuttle Sangar base on Plaktus after the Sangar leave to attack the 
Nobel/ Solan/ Ictol alliance. 
 
Taseama, Captain: Sangar, (Earth Census fire), now on Black Disk Array mission. 
 
Veritate: Sangar battleship captained by Admiral Borsh. 
 
Solan: 
Home of Sarah and Admiral Pinston; one country with 15 self-governing districts; it is 
the second front of VorCaveat’s war; the plan mostly failed when the staging area on 
Lesus was discovered and destroyed by the Ictol. The Solanians are known as the yellow 
people because of their skin tone. 
Solan women are petite, hairless with round heads, high temples, and yellow skin. All 
Solan women are heavily sought after and are considered beautiful throughout the galaxy. 
Solan males are sleek looking without distinguishing features, are of medium build but 
large boned, stout and nearly hairless. 
 
Clarkson: This is the Battleship with Captain Restone in command. 
 
Enos, Pilot: Solan, ten years older than Sarah; son of Tarsos' first wife, Alexia; was 
trained as a pilot by his step-father, Sarah’s father, Tarsos; received survival training 
from Tango; he knows he has a half-sister, Sarah, but doesn’t do anything about her.  
 
Pinston, Admiral: Solan, most respected and competent Solan fleet commander, his wife 
is Sarah, daughter of Tarsos. 
 
Primez’, Emperor: Solan, Emperor of Solan; informed by Emperor Molar that the ships 
of the Solan siege were Ictol replicas. He was ambushed and killed along with his wife 
and son during surprise Sangar attack, survived by his daughter Katreane’. 
 
Sarah: Race: Solan-Nobel, daughter of Alexia and Tarsos; step-daughter of Loza; raised 
by Tarsos and Loza since age 2; married to Admiral Pinston of Solan at age 25; 
Sarah is a woman who never had a daughter, who has found one in ‘Wendy’ and now, 

thinks she has lost her. Raised by Tarsos and Loza during Tarsos’s 2nd marriage, no 
children, Loza is the only mother Sarah knows. 
 
Thraxton: The battleship with Admiral Pinston in command. 
 
Misc. 
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Acenith(As SEN ith), The nomad Isfael, meets on the road to Alexandria, Egypt. 
 
Antioch: Earth, was at one time the Roman capital of Syria, the patriarchal city of the 
Christian name. Saul (Paul) and Barnabas visited here in AD 46. 
 
Collector: A personal encrypted device that collects, tracks, screens, scans, and 
deciphers data and communications. The designated user must be in physical contact with 
the device for it to work. There are many versions of this tiny handheld device, some 
better than others. Unauthorized users are terminated and sent to the Nobel Penal Colony. 
 
Com: Com-link, com-line, insulated, highly shielded command and control circuits used 
for communication within the ship or building structures. 
 
Compass Galaxy: An old hot galaxy devoid of habitation, a hideout for the Madovai and 
eventual prison for VorCaveat and his followers. 
 
Cycle: Galactic, one day in space, broken into quarter and half-cycles  
 
DAM project: Earth “Doomsday Ark Mission” to the moon project, this is what the 
president of Earth used to conceal his escape plan on the Mayflower.  
 
Dark Matter Universe: This vast domain (dimension) is the outer perimeter of the 
Source’s domain. It is devoid of any matter. The Source illuminates paths through it for 
the Malachai to traverse to the material universe. There are no speed limits. Man can 
scoop up dark matter seepage and turn it into energy or be whisked about the material 
universe using transfer portals containing currents of dark matter, but man cannot 
traverse the portals to the Source in his or anyone else’s lifetime. In this way, the two 

universes are incompatible. 
 
Dark energy: Dark matter captured by Nobel and all other near light capable starships 
and converted into engine fuel.  
 
DinMar: a mysterious planet in the DinMar planet system; most of what we known about 
DinMar is antidotal and speculation. The longest running single-purpose research planet 
in the planet system of the same name; located in the Mixor Galaxy; devoted to the 
preservation of animals; contains the largest zoo in the known universe; supported and 
maintained by over 70 member planets and 700 individual contributors, one of which is 
Dank Somber. It is protected by an automated security system that includes intelligent 
force shield and weapons systems that act in much the same way as a virus program. 
Unauthorized objects entering DinMar space are either quarantined or deleted. There is 
no warning. All ships entering DinMar space undergo a thorough scanning. No ships are 
permitted to land on DinMar proper. All business is done through two orbiting space 
stations by way of shuttle or cargo vessels. 
                                                                                                                                       
DinMar Galactic Trade Credits: Highly prized and the most widely accepted trade 
commodity among associate members and non-members alike.  
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DinMar Credit Association: The only fully accepted intergalactic trade credit bank in 
the known universe. DinMar only pays in trade credits (similar to bearer bonds). The 
credits are universally accepted and considered highly valuable. 
 
Destrin Void: It continues for thousands of light years in all directions. Ships that enter 
the void cannot navigate with star charts. However, there is also some gravitational forces 
in the area that cannot be explained, possibly a black hole or something cloaked.  
 
DTRIS (DeeTris)file: Davidson Thought Recording Implant System, a nano recording 
implant inserted into Dave Mark’s head; once thought of as Nobel technology but 

designed and monitored from outside the local galaxy; Ictol Captain Freen attempts to 
acquire DTRIS contents from Dank Somber and trade it to Shantana of the Earing. The 
history of this technology is murky, but Dank Somber was one of the early investigators.  
Since VorCaveat is looking for it, it probably comes from rebelling Madovai.  
  
Earth: (Eden) A Habited planet in the Kupona solar system of the Purl galaxy, selected 
for Reorder event; the primary source of ETW’s. Lurakus’s first domain assignment but 

due to his arrogance and willfulness was cast out by the Source and replaced by a new 
creature, man.  
 
End Times: This is the beginning of the end of time for the known universe, also known 
as Dark Days. 
 
Ephraim: This is not a real person, this name made up by Isfael while in Egypt. 
 
Escape Pods: (two types), hibernation and non-hibernation, in the personal hibernation 
models, a person would be able to drift in space for long periods but with varying 
amounts of memory loss (Why Lewis is now called Joseph). 
 
Force Fields: There are many uses for this type of technology besides static space ship 
protection and regulated pulse fields for a vertical landing. There are also handheld 
shields and pulse field suits that respond to varying degrees of external pressures 
allowing the user to move or act without being encumbered.  
   
Galactic Trade Credits (GTC): These are like money. Possession is ownership. Trade 
Credits are made and issued from DinMar, and because their value does not change, the 
cost of purchased goods is stable but can vary based on a good’s rarity quotient. The list 

of products and values updates on the first of the DinMar year. The material and 
manufacturing process for GTC production is highly secret. 
 
Implant (UGT): The Universal Galactic Translator is a preprogrammed device that 
allows anyone to understand anyone else’s spoken language, the installation is always 

part of one’s first experience onboard a ship. 
 
Kuiper Belt: The Debris field that surrounds the Kupona System (Earth solar system). 
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Kupona: Earth’s solar system. 
 
Mixor Galaxy (Andromeda Galaxy): The DinMar galactic zoo in the DinMar planet 
system and Orzan occupied Pellet planet system are part of this galaxy.  
 
MSF: Mayflower Security Force, onboard classified US spaceship by the same name, 
sub-light speed, escapes Earth before Reorder event. 
 
ONI: Office of Naval Intelligence, USA. 
 
Orontes: A river that goes through Antioch: near where Isfael met the Apostle, Paul. 
 
Purl Galaxy (Milky Way): The Earth, Gragon (Nobel), Lesus (Ictol), Solan, Cannan 
(Horman), Sangar and Sheol (Earing) planet systems are all part of this galaxy. 
 
Refugees: 
 

Group 1: This Nobel group were paid volunteers removed from Earth Nobel Complex 
by the ISS Grendor, a Nobel Interstellar Survey Ship and later rescued off Cannan by the 
Horman’s Master Frioc and then from the deep space Ceriton debris field by the 
Advocate.  

 
Group 2: This unreported large unit was removed from Earth to Logos Station by the 
Advocate, not long after an Intelant took Darla. Dank Somber, Si and Lamor help with 
their redistribution along with a time capsule.  

  
Group 3: This mixed alien group was rescued from Sangar on Lesus by the Ictol’s 

Captain Carrillo and includes Wendy’s mom. 
 

Group 4: This unit contains three people, Mary Beth rescued by Dank Somber from 
outside Nobel Earth Complex; Lewis (Joseph) and Melanie, left adrift alone in space 
pods, deposited by Taman. Intelants rescued Lewis and took him to Logos Station, 
Melanie adrift in Gragon space, was saved by Captain Freen. 

 
Group 5: This Sangar group was kidnapped from Earth because of their Isfael linage 
and stored on the Mayflower and later rescued by the Advocate shortly after Earth lift-
off, this unit included Jenni.  

 

Reorder (Planet): The process by which destruction is used to renew something. There 
are two types of planet reordering, natural and deliberate. The laws of the universe 
include a function by which all heavenly bodies, to one degree or another, are 
periodically reordered. In the case of natural reorder, this takes many forms including 
flooding, burning or radiation. The degree and source of destruction can take shape and 
come from multiple levels. The implementation of destruction can come from planet pole 
shifts, home star aging, continental drift, collision with other heavenly bodies, etc. 
Deliberate reorder instigation can occur at any time by higher life forms including the 
Source. 
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Four times in Earth’s past, the Source has Reordered Earth because of unacceptable 
human behavior or conditions. The first time came during the Fallen Madovai period 
followed closely by the preparations for man (New Earth Project 11,000BC), and the 
third (Flooding) to refocus man. 
 
A fourth-deliberate reorder is presently underway or has recently been completed on 
planets Ictol, Sheol, Gragon, and Earth. Ictol, the result of pole shift; Gragon, the result of 
pole shift brought on by meddling with natural environmental processes; Sheol, the result 
of Sangar attack, and Earth the result of a premature pole shift brought on by human-
made comet collisions. A pole shift for Earth had already been scheduled to happen 
within the next 100 years. A pole shift for Sangar is imminent but because of VorCaveat; 
they are not worried. Plaktus and Ormos are to reorder within the next 400 years due to 
environment meddling. All the mentioned planets have had many natural reorders 
including the Earth dinosaur destruction. 
 
Reorder (higher life forms): An example of this process would include reordering man 
into a spirit being.  
 
Sensor-Tek: This is a common term used to identify security sensing mechanisms. 
 
Solon: Planetary system year measurement; varies in length. 
 
ST Phone (T-Phone): This is a wireless Smart Sat phone used on Earth to make secure 
transactions, pay bills, etc. 
 
Star Charts: These 3-D star map databases work in conjunction with a plotter program. 
They are only as good as the database and are virtually useless without a plotter. 
 
Suitland: A city in Maryland where Director Vice Admiral Frank Andrews was to have a 
meeting with Lewis Chester. 
 
Spirits: Entities that come from a place where there is no time, the opposite of man. 
 
The Island Song: Earth, this is a real song, sung by US Girls. 
 
Time: Measured in years where halftime equals one-half year, time equals one year, 
times equals two years. 
   
Transfer Portal (Dark Matter): (Transport Corridors) A way to instantly jump 
through ordinary space without traveling, these portals are known areas where dark 
matter seeps in and out of the universe. Dark Matter comes from the universe that 
surrounds the material universe. Ordinary matter cannot mix with the dark matter 
universe, like trying to combine oil and water; it is repelled back through the closest 
transfer portal. Portal detection is by accident but once located are reasonably stable.  
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There are portal locations near most of the known habitable planets (the main reason the 
planets are known to each other), but not all of the planets know all portal locations. All, 
near light speed capable star class ships, are adequately shielded from adverse effects. 
Picture the material universe as a giant sponge. If you enter one of the holes, you get 
expelled out the nearest outbound hole. So to go farther into the sponge before being 
expelled, you have to enter another hole (not fully mastered). Dark matter portals are how 
travel is done without the passage of time for long distances and between galaxies. 
 
Transfer Portal locations: 

The Cannan system has three known portals to Gragon, Earing, and Kupona and 
a secret one to Lesus known only by Dank Somber and Tarsos. 

 
The DinMar system has at least two transfer portals that connect to Orzan and 
Lesus. 

 
The Earing system has two known portals to Ictol and Cannan and a previously 
unknown portal used by the Sangar from the Lesus system. 

 
The Gragon system has two known portals to Cannan and Solan, but Dank 
Somber knows of a third portal that goes to the Kupona system. 

 
The Kuiper Belt: There are two or three portals in this area of space depending 
on whom you ask. 

 
The Lesus system has five regional portals not all of which are known to 
everybody. They include Earing, Sangar, DinMar, Solan, and Cannan, making it a 
highly prized logistic and strategic area to control. 

 
The Orzan system has at least two known portals, one to Cannan. 

 
The Sangar system has at least three portals that lead to Lesus, Solan, and 
Kupona systems. 

 
The Solan system has one known portal to the Gragon system, but there are two

 other portals used by Sangar that connect to the Lesus and Kupona systems. 
 
Trixy: This is the name of Darla’s lost dog. 
 
Universe: The ordinary universe is like a giant sponge surrounded and squeezed by 
unordinary matter (dark matter). The motion of the in and out seepage of unordinary 
matter into the ordinary universe perpetuates the acceleration of the ordinary matter 
causing more seepage. These areas of seepage are known as transfer portals and instantly 
repel any material thing (starships) that enters them to the nearest outgoing seepage port, 
(timeless travel). 
 
Vinca Minor: A place.  
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Weapons Fire Characteristics (color): 
  Green = Ictol, magnetic particle weapons 
  Blue = Sangar modified gamma rays 
  Blue = Orzan 
  White = Nobel, heavy laser weapons 
  Yellow = Solan pulse canons 
  Red = Advocate 144 vessel and certain Malachai: atom scrambler rays  
 
Year: Loosely used term to indicate time, varies from planet to planet, one Earth day 
equals 1,000 years for the Source but time is irrelevant to the Source; time calculations 
performed in the material universe are the product of change. Or as Tango would say, 
“Time is the product of things wearing out and their replacement.” 
 
Starships: 
 
Nobel starships are the fastest and lightest of any known interstellar travel vehicle with 
dual hull structure of synthetic composition over organic and dual dark matter to energy 
converters for engine speeds to near light speed. An unknown number of Nobel Star 
Cruisers can cloak at any traveling speed and still maintain adequate shielding. They 
carry standard energy type weapons.  
 
Solan ships are relatively slow but heavy with most superior weapons. These ships have 
staying power with sturdy, massive thick hulls and shielding. They can take a pounding 
and return deadly weapons fire. They have single dark energy engine capable of speeds 
up to .6 light. 
 
Ictol ships are rated second in speed and weapons; are capable of tracking down most 
ships and destroying them, no cloaking ability, thick synthetic hulls, adequate shielding 
and single dark energy engine with speeds to .75 light. 
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